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Across three studies, we examined non-Black children’s spontaneous associations with targets who differed by
both race and emotional expression. Children aged 5 to 10 years (N = 419; 215 girls; 58% White; 65% of
household incomes .$75,000/year) completed Implicit Association Tests (IAT; Greenwald et al., 2003) containing smiling Black and neutral White target faces. In all three studies, when children categorized these faces
by emotional expression, they showed more positive associations with smiling Black targets over neutral
White targets, as compared with when they categorized by race. This was the case when children were shown
how to categorize these faces (Studies 1 and 2) and when they spontaneously categorized by race or emotional
expression on an ambiguous-categorization IAT that allowed for categorization by race and/or emotion
(Studies 2 and 3). In Study 3, after watching an adult explain that she was categorizing racially diverse faces
by emotional expression in a seemingly unrelated card-sorting task, children were also relatively faster to pair
smiling Black faces with pleasant images and neutral White faces with unpleasant images in this ambiguouscategorization IAT compared with children in a control condition. Older children were more likely to spontaneously categorize primarily by race (Studies 2 and 3) but were also more likely to categorize by emotion following the intervention (Study 3) compared with younger children. Together, these studies provide insight into
children’s social categorization processes and spontaneous associations with targets who differ systematically
across multiple perceptually salient categories.
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among 6-year-old White American children that was equal in magnitude to that of 10-year-olds and adults. Since these initial studies,
child-friendly versions of the most popular implicit measure, the
Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 2003), have been
used to assess spontaneous associations with racial groups among
diverse school-age children in a variety of locations around the
world. The ﬁndings from these studies suggest that when categorizing targets by race, non-Black children show relatively more positive associations with White over Black target faces from at least 6
years of age (Dunham et al., 2006, 2008; Gonzalez et al., 2017;
Newheiser & Olson, 2012; Steele, George, Williams, & Tay, 2018;
Williams & Steele, 2019). Given the prevalence of these biases,
there are both theoretical and practical beneﬁts to understanding
whether these associations can be reduced or even reversed (Gonzalez et al., 2017, 2021; Kawakami et al., 2020).1 Research conducted
with children to date has focused almost exclusively on children’s

Researchers have been increasingly making use of implicit measures to examine the development of children’s race-based associations. A number of these studies have speciﬁcally focused on nonBlack children’s associations with the members of White and Black
racial groups. For example, in an initial study with children, Rutland and colleagues (2005) found that White British children (aged
6 to 16 years) were faster to pair racially prototypical White faces
with pleasant stimuli and Black faces with unpleasant stimuli relative to the reverse pairing. This pattern of associations did not differ
by age and was not affected by the salience of antiprejudice social
norms. Baron and Banaji (2006) found a similar pattern of bias
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There is ongoing discussion in the ﬁeld about deﬁnitional disparities
and potential conceptual ambiguities (Corneille & Hütter, 2020) that exist
around the use of the term implicit. We have chosen to use this term
because of its familiarity and ongoing use in the ﬁeld and acknowledge that
in the present article we make use of a procedural deﬁnition. Speciﬁcally,
we use the term implicit measure to describe the indirect nature of our
measures that are, consistent with previous deﬁnitions, not a “direct,
deliberate, controlled, and intentional self-assessment” and that assess
“mental content without requiring awareness of the relation between the
response and the measured content.” (Nosek et al., 2011, p. 153; see also
Greenwald & Banaji, 2017).
1
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spontaneous affective biases toward a single social category (cf.
Perszyk et al., 2019), typically race. However, the people who children encounter in daily life are multifaceted, each belonging to multiple social and perceptual categories. In the current research we
examined how social categorization processes impact children’s
associations with White and Black targets who differed not only by
race, but also by emotional expression. Speciﬁcally, across three
studies we examined children’s spontaneous association with smiling Black and neutral White targets using child-friendly versions of
the Implicit Association Test (Child IAT; Baron & Banaji, 2006).
Using these targets allowed us to test the hypothesis that dynamic
perceptual information, speciﬁcally emotional expression, can act as
a competing social cue and inﬂuence children’s spontaneous affective responses toward targets who simultaneously differ by the stable social category of race.
In addition, because very little is known about children’s categorization of targets who differ in multiple ways, we were particularly interested in the extent to which children spontaneously
categorize by race, as opposed to emotional expression (Studies 2
and 3), and the relation between categorization and children’s
associations when they are presented with smiling Black and neutral White target faces. Finally, in Study 3, we examined whether
seeing an adult categorize others by emotional expression would
change how children subsequently categorized smiling Black and
neutral White targets on the Implicit Association Test and their
ensuing affective reactions to these faces. The overarching goal of
this research was to increase our understanding of implicit social
cognition in childhood and the role that social categorization plays
in informing children’s spontaneous affective responses toward
others who can be categorized in multiple ways.

Social Categorization and Spontaneous Associations
When encountering new people, we are faced with a multitude
of social categories and attributes, sometimes with competing
associations. Theory and research with adults suggest that how we
categorize others has important consequences for the stereotypes
and attitudes that are activated, and ultimately the impressions that
we form (Barden et al., 2004; Fiske et al., 1999; Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006; Macrae et al., 1995; Mitchell et al., 2003;
Rhodes & Baron, 2019; Sinclair & Kunda, 1999; Williams &
Steele, 2019). Research also provides evidence that both category
labels and category exemplars can impact adults’ responses on
implicit measures (Bluemke & Friese, 2006; Govan & Williams,
2004; Steffens & Plewe, 2001; cf. De Houwer, 2001). For example, Mitchell et al. (2003) examined adults’ associations with familiar liked Black athletes and disliked White politicians using an
Implicit Association Test. When participants were asked to categorize these targets by race, they were relatively faster to pair the disliked White politicians with positive (vs. negative) stimuli as
compared with when participants were asked to categorize these
same familiar targets by occupation. By changing the basis of categorization, participants were able to reconstrue targets from members of racial groups to liked and disliked members of a profession,
leading to a different affective response to the same targets.
Although few studies have examined children’s attitudes toward
targets who can be categorized in multiple perceptually salient
ways, there is mounting evidence to suggest that children’s spontaneous associations as measured by child-friendly implicit measures, can be malleable and context-dependent (Gonzalez et al.,

2017; Neto et al., 2016; Qian et al., 2019; Vezzali et al., 2012;
Xiao et al., 2015). For example, Gonzalez et al. (2017) found that
the pro-White (vs. Black) biases of older school-age children, as
measured by a child-friendly Implicit Association Test, were
reduced following exposure to positive Black exemplars (see also
Gonzalez et al., 2021). In addition, studies that have examined
children’s self-reported attitudes toward targets with multiple salient features suggest that children’s expressed preferences are
sometimes guided by social categories other than race. For example, Kinzler et al. (2009) found that children expressed a preference for playing with other-race children who spoke with their
native accent over same-race children with a foreign accent.
Research by Shutts and colleagues further suggests that gender is
often prioritized over race when young children aged three- to sixyears spontaneously categorize others, express peer preferences,
or use cues to guide their preferences for objects or activities
(Shutts, 2015; Shutts et al., 2010, 2013; Weisman et al., 2015).

Emotional Expression and Racial Attitudes
In the present research we extended previous ﬁndings by examining the impact of social categorization processes on children’s
associations with targets who differed by both race and emotional
expression. We chose to examine the impact of emotional expression on children’s spontaneous associations for several reasons.
First, emotional expression can provide important information
about an individual’s willingness to engage in friendly interactions
(Keltner & Haidt, 1999). Research by Schultz et al. (2008) suggests that even children as young as three- to ﬁve-years recognize
the value of attending to emotional expression when selecting children to play with; children in their study were more likely to select
smiling children over children with neutral expressions as potential playmates. Second, there is some evidence that emotional
expression can be used as a basis for social categorization in a way
that is similar to other more stable social categories (Cañadas
et al., 2016; Freeman & Ambady, 2011). As such, we felt that
emotional expression would provide important social information
to which children would readily attend. In addition, there is evidence that both children and adults show positive associations
with smiling faces on implicit measures (Donges et al., 2012;
Rohr et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2016). However, limited
research has examined the impact of emotional expression on
children’s attitudes toward members of different racial groups.
Most studies that have examined the relationship between emotional expression and race have investigated their combined effect
on categorization processes. For instance, research by Hugenberg
and Bodenhausen suggests that White adults who show more
racially biased associations on a race-attitude Implicit Association
Test are more likely to categorize emotionally ambiguous Black
compared with White faces as angry (Hugenberg & Bodenhausen,
2003) and to categorize racially ambiguous angry compared with
happy faces as Black (Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2004; see also
Freeman & Ambady, 2011). In related studies, White American,
Taiwanese, and Chinese children were more likely to categorize
racially ambiguous angry compared with smiling faces as racial
outgroup members (Dunham et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2015). These
ﬁndings are consistent with recent theorizing suggesting a
dynamic interactive model of person construal in which top-down
social–cognitive processes interact with bottom-up perceptual
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processes to inﬂuence categorization (Freeman & Ambady, 2011;
Kawakami et al., 2017; see also Quinn et al., 2020 for research
with infants). As such, it would seem that both social and perceptual categories such as race and emotional expression can inﬂuence social categorization processes and also spontaneously
activated associations.
In support of this theorizing, recent evidence indicates that
adults’ spontaneous affective responses toward targets who differ
both by race and emotional expression depend on categorization
processes. In one study, Steele, George, Cease, et al. (2018)
instructed non-Black adults to categorize smiling Black and neutral White targets by either race or emotional expression. When
categorizing these targets by race, the speed of participants’ associations was no different in magnitude to a condition where
racially prototypical targets were all smiling. This ﬁnding suggests
that, once categorized by race, the emotional expression had no
impact on adults’ associations. By contrast, when adult participants were instructed to categorize these faces by emotional
expression, they showed the reverse pattern. Speciﬁcally, they
were relatively faster to associate smiling Black faces with pleasant images and neutral White faces with unpleasant images. The
magnitude of this effect was no different from the associations of
participants who saw smiling White and neutral White targets,
suggesting that once categorized by emotional expression, race
had no impact on participants’ associations.
In a subsequent study, Steele, George, Cease, et al. (2018) examined participants’ spontaneous categorization of these faces using a
modiﬁed Implicit Association Test. In this task participants were
not given instructions to categorize faces by race or emotional
expression but instead were asked to match images to a pictorial
header that included both race and emotion information (i.e., a smiling Black face and a neutral White face). Their results indicated
that while participants were more likely to categorize faces by race
than emotional expression, those who spontaneously categorized by
emotional expression were faster at pairing pleasant versus unpleasant stimuli with the smiling Black versus neutral White faces. Together, these ﬁndings suggest that associations with targets can be
informed both by category labels (i.e., asking a participant to categorize smiling Black and neutral White faces by race or emotional
expression) as well as spontaneous categorization. However, to our
knowledge, no research has directly investigated the impact of emotional expression on children’s spontaneous evaluative associations,
with a focus on whether race-based associations will be activated
when smiling Black and neutral White faces are categorized by
emotional expression as opposed to race.
In addition, it is unclear whether differences would emerge in
younger and older children’s spontaneous categorization by race
as opposed to emotional expression when categorizing smiling
Black and neutral White targets on the child-friendly Implicit
Association Test, and the direction of possible age-related differences. On the one hand, theory and research suggest that explicit
racial bias is signiﬁcantly greater in younger children relative to
older children (Aboud, 2008; Rutland et al., 2005; Williams &
Steele, 2019; see Raabe & Beelmann, 2011, for a meta-analysis),
which could lead us to expect that younger children would spontaneously categorize these faces by race more often than older children. On the other hand, some research suggests that with
increasing age the tendency to spontaneously attend to race during
person perception increases, potentially because older children
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have had more time to develop race-based associations (Degner &
Wentura, 2010; Kawakami et al., 2020). Furthermore, the decrease
in explicit racial bias among older children is at least partially attributable to learning antiprejudice social norms (Monteiro et al.,
2009; Rutland et al., 2005) rather than a decreased tendency to
spontaneously categorize by race. Therefore, it is also possible
that older children would be equally or more likely to spontaneously categorize by race (over emotional expression) relative to
younger children, even if they are less likely to use race-based information when explicitly expressing preferences.

The Present Research
The ﬁrst goal of the present research was to examine the impact
of social categorization on children’s affective associations with
targets who could be categorized in multiple ways. To accomplish
this goal, children completed a child-friendly Implicit Association
Test (Child IAT; Baron & Banaji, 2006) designed to measure their
affective responses toward targets who differed simultaneously by
race and emotional expression. Speciﬁcally, in each study, children were presented with smiling Black targets and neutral White
targets matched for age and attractiveness. In Study 1, children
were randomly assigned to either categorize these faces by race or
emotional expression. Building on previous research using a similar paradigm with adults (Steele, George, Cease, et al., 2018), we
hypothesized that children’s associations with these targets would
depend on the target category. Speciﬁcally, we predicted that children would be faster to associate neutral White targets with pleasant stimuli and smiling Black target faces with unpleasant stimuli
when they were categorized by race (Baron & Banaji, 2006; Dunham et al., 2008; Newheiser & Olson, 2012; Rutland et al., 2005;
Williams & Steele, 2019) relative to when they were categorized
by emotional expression.
A second goal of the current research was to extend previous
ﬁndings by examining children’s spontaneous categorization of
these targets and whether differences exist between younger (5–7
years) and older (8–10 years) children’s tendency to spontaneously
categorize these targets by race. As noted previously, given that
younger children tend to express greater racial prejudice than older
children (Raabe & Beelmann, 2011), one possibility was that
younger children would be more likely to spontaneously categorize
targets by race. By contrast, given that older children have had
more time for race-related cognitions to be reinforced and for race
to become a psychologically salient dimension for spontaneous categorization (Bigler & Liben, 2007), and that older children are
more likely to see race, but not emotional expressions, as stable
across time relative to younger children (Roberts & Gelman, 2016),
another possibility was that older children would be more likely to
categorize targets by race than younger children. We tested these
possibilities in Studies 2 and 3.
Finally, in Study 3 we examined whether having an adult attend
to emotional expression and not race would affect younger and
older children’s subsequent social categorization. Speciﬁcally, we
examined whether an adult’s subtle or blatant use of emotional
expression as a basis for categorization in a seemingly unrelated
card-sorting task would subsequently impact children’s spontaneous social categorization of smiling Black and neutral White target
faces on the IAT as well as children’s associations with these
targets.
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Study 1
In Study 1 we examined whether children’s spontaneous associations with smiling Black and neutral White faces differed depending on whether children were asked to categorize these faces by
race or by emotional expression. We expected that when asked to
categorize by race, children (aged 5 to 10 years) would be relatively faster to pair neutral White faces with pleasant images and
smiling Black faces with unpleasant images then when asked to
categorize these faces by emotional expression.

Method
Participants
One hundred and twenty-nine non-Black children between the
ages of 5 and 10 years (74 female and 55 male) were recruited
from the local science museum to take part in the study.2 Of the
parents who provided their annual household income (n = 89), the
majority (76%; 68 of 89) reported earning at least $75,000 per
year. The data from eleven children were excluded prior to any
analyses because of a technical error resulting in no data (n = 1),
they chose not to complete the IAT (n = 2), or they had a response
error rate of 35% or greater (n = 8; Cvencek et al., 2011), leading
to a ﬁnal sample of 118 participants. This included 53 younger
children who ranged in age from 5 to 7 years (Mage = 6 years; 11
ﬁve-year-olds, 24 six-year-olds, 18 seven-year-olds) and 65 older
children who ranged in age from 8 to 10 years (Mage = 9 years; 22
eight-year-olds, 24 nine-year-olds, and 19 ten-year-olds). The a
priori decision to group participants into younger (5 to 7 years)
and older (8 to 10 years) age groups was based both on social–cognitive developmental theories of prejudice development (e.g.,
Aboud, 2008) positing key developmental changes around 8 years
of age and because other intergroup researchers have used similar
age groupings (Baron & Banaji, 2006; Dunham et al., 2006; Gonzalez et al., 2017; Raabe & Beelmann, 2011; Williams & Steele,
2019). The racial makeup of the ﬁnal sample consisted of 83
White, 20 East Asian, 10 South Asian, and 5 multiracial participants (who identiﬁed with more than one race that did not include
Black).
Prior to each study, written parental consent for participation
was obtained along with demographic information; children were
also informed that they could stop the experiment at any time. In
each study we aimed to recruit as many participants as possible
within a set testing period, with the goal of recruiting at least 40
children per experimental condition. Each study received approval
from the York University Research Ethics Board (“Understanding
Intergroup Attitudes Across the Life Span” certiﬁcates #2010-302,
#e2014-226, #e2020-200). A sensitivity power analysis using
G*Power (Version 3.1.9.4) indicates that this sample is sufﬁcient
to detect effects as small as h2 = .06 (f = .26) at .80 power.

Measures and Procedure
After providing verbal assent to participate, each child was
brought to a quiet area of the museum and was seated in front of a
laptop computer in one of four individual testing cubicles. Parents
also provided written consent and completed a brief demographics
questionnaire in a waiting area that allowed them to see their child
in the testing area from a distance. Each child was randomly

assigned to complete one of two child-friendly Implicit Association Tests (Child IAT; Baron & Banaji, 2006) that was presented
to children as a matching game. The IAT is a computer-based
reaction time (RT) measure designed to test the strength of associations with speciﬁc categories. The Child IAT used in this study
was comparable to the adult IAT (Greenwald et al., 2003) with a
few minor modiﬁcations designed to make the task child-friendly
(Steele, George, Williams, & Tay, 2018; Williams & Steele,
2019). Unlike most adult IATs, the stimuli used in the Child IAT
were all pictorial and the number of trials in each block was
reduced as outlined below. In addition, a non-Black experimenter
sat to the side and slightly behind the child throughout the task and
provided scripted verbal instructions.
In both the Race-Categorization and Emotion-Categorization
conditions, children were asked to sort the same target stimuli.
Each face presented was either a Black boy with a smiling expression (n = 4) or a White boy with a neutral expression (n = 4).
These target faces, which differed both by race and emotional
expression, were matched for age and attractiveness. The attribute
dimension for both IAT conditions was represented by eight pictures from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang
et al., 2005) and included four pleasant (i.e., sunﬂowers, kittens,
puppies, beautiful landscape) and four unpleasant (i.e., garbage,
oil spill, demolished house, landﬁll) images.
Children in the Race-Categorization condition saw a header containing a cartoon image of a White boy on one side of the screen
and a Black boy on the other side of the screen (see Appendix). The
cartoon faces in the header had the mouth removed so that no emotional expression was visible. Children in the Emotion-Categorization condition saw a header containing a line drawing of a smiling
face on one side of the screen and a neutral face on the other side of
the screen. For both IAT conditions, in blocks where participants
categorized the attribute concept (pleasant and unpleasant pictures),
the header showed a sun with the word ‘pleasant’ written above it
on one side of the screen and a storm cloud with the word ‘unpleasant’ written above it on the other side of the screen.
In Block 1 of each Child IAT, participants were introduced to
the target concept. For eight trials, participants were presented
with a single smiling Black or neutral White target face on the
computer screen. Using the header as their guide, they were asked
to sort pictures by matching them to the headers, which led them
to categorize faces either by race (in the Race-Categorization condition) or emotional expression (in the Emotion-Categorization
condition) using two computer keys. In Block 2, participants were
asked to categorize the pleasant and unpleasant images with the
same two computer keys, using the header as a guide. Blocks 3
and 4 contained one set of critical trials (8 practice and 16 real). In
this set of critical trials, participants categorized neutral White
faces and pleasant images using one computer key and categorized
smiling Black faces and unpleasant images using another computer key. In Block 5, participants completed 8 trials sorting only
the target faces once again, but this time with the response keys
reversed. Finally, in Blocks 6 and 7, participants completed the
second set of 24 critical trials, in which they now categorized
2

Children whose parent identiﬁed their race as Black, multiracial with
Black ancestry, or who did not indicate their race were excluded a priori
from all analyses. This included six children in Study 1, nine children in
Study 2, and twelve children in Study 3.
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Figure 1

D Scores by Age and Categorization Condition (Study 1)
Younger Children
Older Children
1.0
0.8

***

***

0.6

IAT D Scores

0.4
0.2
0.0

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
***

-1.0
Race-Categorization

***

Emotion-Categorization

Note. Higher D scores indicate a relatively faster association between neutral White faces and
pleasant images versus smiling Black faces and unpleasant images on the Child Implicit
Association Test (IAT), whereas lower scores indicate relatively faster associations between smiling Black faces and pleasant images versus neutral White faces and unpleasant images. Error
bars represent the SE. Asterisks indicate whether the mean was signiﬁcantly different from 0.
*** p , .001.

smiling Black faces and pleasant images using one computer key
and neutral White faces and unpleasant images using the other
key. Importantly, participants were randomly assigned to either
complete the blocks as described above or to complete this measure with the order of the critical blocks reversed (i.e., with Blocks
6 and 7 described above as the ﬁrst set of critical trials and Blocks
3 and 4 as the second set). The side on which each pairing
appeared was also counterbalanced across participants. Images
presented within blocks appeared in random order.
Throughout the task, a correct response was required on each
trial; if the participant pressed the incorrect response key, an “X”
appeared underneath the stimulus, and remained until the participant provided the correct response. We therefore made use of the
natural response times and did not penalize incorrect responses. At
the end of the study, each child was debriefed and given a certiﬁcate and a sticker as a token of appreciation.

Results and Discussion
For each participant, an IAT D score was created following the
scoring algorithm recommended by Greenwald et al. (2003). Speciﬁcally, we calculated the difference between the mean response
latency for the trials in each critical block and divided this number
by the associated pooled standard deviation for each participant.
Higher D scores indicate a relatively faster association between
neutral White faces and pleasant images versus smiling Black
faces and unpleasant images on the Child IAT. D scores for all
three studies were calculated using the same scoring algorithm.
A 2 (Condition: Race-Categorization, Emotion-Categorization) 3
2 (Age Group: Younger, Older) ANOVA using D scores as the dependent variable revealed a signiﬁcant main effect of Condition, F(1,

114) = 244.01, p , .001, hp2 = .68. Children in the Race-Categorization condition (D = .54, SD = .44), were faster when pairing neutral
White faces with pleasant images and smiling Black faces with
unpleasant images then when pairing smiling Black faces with pleasant images and neutral White faces with unpleasant images, relative
to participants in the Emotion-Categorization condition (D = .69,
SD = .39), see Figure 1.3 The main effect of Age Group, F(1, 114) =
.001, p = .97, hp2 , .001, and the interaction, F(1, 114) = 2.83, p =.10,
2
hp = .02, were not signiﬁcant.4
The results of Study 1 provide evidence that how children categorize people has consequences for the affective associations that are
elicited. When children categorized targets by race, they showed
more positive associations with neutral White faces relative to smiling Black faces in comparison to when these faces were categorized
by emotional expression. This ﬁnding is signiﬁcant for two reasons.
First, this ﬁnding suggests that children can attend to and categorize
targets according to different perceptually salient categories when
instructed to do so. More importantly, we found that these different
bases for categorization had consequences for the affective reactions
elicited by these faces among our child participants. To our knowledge, these are the ﬁrst results to demonstrate non-Black children
being faster when associating pleasant stimuli with Black target faces
3

In each study, we also compared the IAT D scores to 0 using onesampled t-tests. As there has been debate as to whether a comparison to 0
on the IAT provides a meaningful, or arbitrary, metric (e.g., Blanton &
Jaccard, 2006; Mitchell & Tetlock, 2017, cf. Jost, 2019), we provide these
analyses in the supplement and suggest that caution should be used in the
interpretation of these scores.
4
See the online supplemental materials for an additional control
condition in Studies 1 and 2.
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and unpleasant stimuli with White targets faces on a child-friendly
IAT. It is important to recognize that this pattern only occurred when
children categorized smiling Black and neutral White faces by emotion and not by race. This ﬁnding suggests that although children
show pro-White affective responses when White and Black targets
are categorized by race, their associations differ signiﬁcantly when
these same targets are categorized by an alternative perceptually salient category.

Study 2
The goal of Study 2 was to replicate and extend the ﬁndings
from Study 1 by examining children’s spontaneous categorization
and the ensuing consequences for their associations with smiling
Black and neutral White faces. Speciﬁcally, in Study 2, children
were randomly assigned to a Race-Categorization, Emotion-Categorization, or Ambiguous-Categorization condition. The ﬁrst two
conditions were identical to Study 1. In the new Ambiguous-Categorization condition, participants were again asked to categorize
smiling Black and neutral White target faces, but unlike the other
two conditions, the header did not instruct children to categorize
by race or emotional expression. Instead, they were presented with
a header that contained both pieces of information, speciﬁcally, a
smiling Black and neutral White cartoon image.
To determine how participants were primarily categorizing target
faces throughout the task, we included ﬁve additional trials at the
end of each IAT. The ﬁve stimuli were randomly selected from a
set of six new images that included three Black targets with neutral
expressions (rather than smiling expressions in the previous blocks)
and three White targets with smiling expressions (rather than neutral expressions in the previous blocks). All images were again
matched for age and attractiveness. We selected ﬁve trials to have a
sufﬁcient number to determine which aspect (race or emotional
expression) children were using to categorize these new images and
to sufﬁciently limit the number to ensure that these trials appeared
to be seamlessly part of the task. We were interested in examining
whether differences would emerge between younger (5–7 years)
and older (8–10 years) children in their tendency to spontaneously
categorize these multiply categorizable targets by race. We assessed
this by examining whether children sorted the majority of these
ﬁnal ﬁve trials by race (e.g., matching smiling White targets with
the neutral White header) or by emotional expression (e.g., matching smiling White targets with the smiling Black header).
In addition, we examined whether children’s score on the ambiguous-categorization IAT would differ depending on the categorization of these ﬁnal ﬁve trials. We hypothesized that regardless
of age, children who spontaneously categorized these ﬁnal trials
primarily by race would be relatively faster at pairing neutral
White targets with pleasant images and smiling Black targets with
unpleasant images during the IAT relative to those who categorized these ﬁnal trials primarily by emotional expression.

Method
Participants
One hundred ten non-Black children between the ages of 5 and
10 years (57 female, 53 male) were recruited from and tested in a
local science museum. Of the parents who provided their annual

household income (n = 72), the majority (57%; 41 of 72) reported
earning at least $75,000 per year. The data from thirteen children
were excluded prior to analyses because there was a technical error
resulting in no data (n = 4) or because they had greater than 10%
of response latencies less than 300 ms (n = 1), had D scores that
were numerical outliers exceeding three standard deviations from
the mean (n = 2), or had a response error rate of 35% or greater
(n = 6; Cvencek et al., 2011). The ﬁnal sample consisted of 97 participants, which included 44 younger children who ranged in age
from 5 to 7 years (Mage = 6 years; 14 ﬁve-year-olds, 20 six-yearolds, and 10 seven-year-olds) and 53 older children who ranged in
age from 8 to 10 years (Mage = 9 years; 23 eight-year-olds, 16
nine-year-olds, and 14 ten-year-olds). The racial makeup of the
sample consisted of 53 White, 18 East/South East Asian, 15 South
Asian/Arab, and 11 multiracial participants. A sensitivity power
analysis using G*Power (Version 3.1.9.4) indicates that this sample is sufﬁcient to detect effects as small as h2 = .09 (f = .32) at
.80 power.

Measures and Procedure
After providing verbal assent to participate, each child was
seated in front of a laptop computer in one of four testing cubicles
located in a quiet area of the museum and was randomly assigned
by a non-Black experimenter to one of the three conditions. The
target images used in all three conditions were identical and
included faces of smiling Black boys and neutral White boys.
Children in the Race-Categorization and Emotion-Categorization
conditions completed the same Child IATs described in Study 1.
Children in the Ambiguous-Categorization condition were presented with the same stimuli but saw a header that contained both
race and emotional expression information. Speciﬁcally, this
header included a cartoon image of a White boy with a neutral
expression on one side of the screen and a cartoon image of a smiling Black boy on the other side of the screen (see the Appendix).
All children were asked to press one computer key if the face that
appeared in the center of the computer screen looked similar to the
picture provided in the left header and to press a different key if
the face in the center looked similar to the picture on the right
header. The order and side for each of the critical blocks was again
counterbalanced between participants.
To determine whether children were categorizing targets primarily by race or emotional expression, all participants completed
ﬁve additional spontaneous categorization trials at the end of their
IAT. During these trials, the header from the last IAT block of critical trials remained on the screen, but participants were now
required to categorize smiling White targets and neutral Black targets. Upon completion of the study, each child was debriefed and
given a certiﬁcate and a sticker.

Results and Discussion
To determine whether children’s associations differed by condition, we ﬁrst conducted a 3 (Condition: Race-Categorization,
Emotion-Categorization, Ambiguous-Categorization) 3 2 (Age
Group: Younger, Older) ANOVA using D scores as the dependent
variable. The anticipated main effect of condition was signiﬁcant,
F(2, 91) = 25.37, p , .001, hp2 = .36 (see Figure 2). Simple effects
analyses revealed that children in the Race-Categorization condition (D = .44, SD = .37) were relatively faster at pairing neutral
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Figure 2

D Scores by Age and Categorization Condition (Study 2)
1.0
0.8

Younger Children
***

***

Older Children

0.6

IAT D Scores

0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
**

-0.6
-0.8

**

-1.0
Race-Categorization

Ambiguous-Categorization

**

Emotion-Categorization

Note. Higher D scores indicate a relatively faster association between neutral White faces and
pleasant images versus smiling Black faces and unpleasant images on the Child Implicit
Association Test (IAT), whereas lower scores indicate relatively faster associations between smiling Black faces and pleasant images versus neutral White faces and unpleasant images. Error
bars represent the SE. Asterisks indicate whether the mean was signiﬁcantly different from 0.
** p , .01. *** p , .001.

White faces with pleasant images and smiling Black faces with
unpleasant images when compared with children in both the Emotion-Categorization (D = .52, SD = .53; p , .001) and the Ambiguous-Categorization (D = .09, SD = .63; p = .02) conditions. In
addition, children in the Emotion-Categorization condition were
relatively faster at pairing smiling Black faces with pleasant
images and neutral White faces with unpleasant images compared
with children in the Ambiguous-Categorization condition (p ,
.001). The main effect of Age Group, F(1, 91) = .34, p = .56, hp2 =
.004, and the interaction, F(2, 91) = .22, p = .80, hp2 = .005, were
not signiﬁcant.
Next, we examined how children categorized the majority of
the ﬁnal ﬁve spontaneous categorization trials across each of the
three conditions (see Table 1). Speciﬁcally, we examined whether
the majority of these trials were categorized by race or by emotional expression. As expected, almost all of the children (97%; 32
of 33) in the Race-Categorization condition sorted the majority (at
least three) of the ﬁnal ﬁve trials by race. By contrast, almost all
children (96%; 27 of 28) in the Emotion-Categorization condition
sorted the majority of the trials by emotional expression. After following speciﬁc instructions on how to categorize faces in these
two conditions, most children continued to use this strategy in the
ﬁnal ﬁve trials of the task.
Of greatest interest was how children in the Ambiguous-Categorization condition would categorize these ﬁnal target faces. Specifically, we examined whether they sorted these faces primarily by
race (i.e., neutral Black targets with smiling Black header and
smiling White targets with neutral White header) or by emotional
expression (i.e., neutral Black targets with neutral White header
and smiling White targets with smiling Black header). The results
demonstrated that more children in this condition categorized
these ﬁnal trials primarily by race (67%; 24 of 36) than by

emotional expression (33%; 12 of 36), v2(1) = 4.00, p = .046.
Results from additional exploratory analyses revealed that older
children were more likely to categorize the majority of these ﬁnal
trials by race (89%) than were younger children (56%), v2(1) =
8.00, p = .005. However, owing to the relatively small sample
size, caution must be taken in the interpretation of these results.
Importantly, and as expected, children in the Ambiguous-Categorization condition who categorized the ﬁnal spontaneous categorization trials primarily by race were relatively faster at pairing
smiling Black faces with unpleasant images and neutral White
faces with pleasant images (D = .31, SD = .53) in comparison with
children who primarily sorted these ﬁnal trials by emotional
expression (D = .35, SD = .58), t(34) = 3.38, p = .002, d =
1.20. In addition, the magnitude of the IAT effect was related to
categorization; the number of the ﬁnal ﬁve trials that were categorized by race (0–5) was positively correlated with the relative
degree of positive associations with neutral White, as compared
with smiling Black, targets, rq(36) = .48, p = .003. These ﬁndings
are consistent with the possibility that children who sorted these
ﬁnal trials primarily by race were more likely to be categorizing
by race throughout the task, leading them to be faster to pair neutral White faces with pleasant images and smiling Black faces
with unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing. By contrast,
those children who categorized the ﬁnal ﬁve trials primarily by
emotion were likely categorizing by emotion throughout the task,
leading to relatively faster responding when pairing smiling Black
targets with pleasant images and neutral White targets with
unpleasant images.
The results of Study 2 provide additional evidence that children’s associations with smiling Black and neutral White targets
depend on how they are categorized. Consistent with the ﬁndings
in Study 1, children assigned to the Race-Categorization condition
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Table 1
Number of Final Trials Categorized by Race Separated by Condition (Study 2)
Majority sorted by race

Majority sorted by emotion

All by race

Mixed

5/5

4/5

All by emotion

3/5

2/5

1/5

Condition

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Race-Categorization condition (n = 33)
Emotion-Categorization condition (n = 28)
Spontaneous-Categorization condition (n = 36)
All participants (n = 97)

19
0
17
36

58%
0%
47%
37%

11
1
5
17

33%
3%
14%
18%

2
0
2
4

6%
0%
6%
4%

1
2
5
8

3%
7%
14%
8%

0
3
3
6

0%
11%
8%
6%

0/5
N
0
22
4
26

%
0%
79%
11%
27%

Note. All participants sorted five additional spontaneous categorization trials that followed seamlessly at the end of their IAT. During these trials, the
header from the last IAT block of critical trials remained on the screen and participants were now required to categorize smiling White targets and neutral
Black targets. The number (N) and percentage (%) refers to how many participants sorted a specific number of the final five trials by race. Participants either sorted the majority of these trials by race (i.e., for 5/5, 4/5, or 3/5 of the trials they paired a neutral Black target with the smiling Black header or a
smiling White target with the neutral White header) or by emotional expression (i.e., pairing a neutral Black target with the neutral White header or a smiling White target with the smiling Black header resulting in 2/5, 1/5, or 0/5 of the trials being sorted by race).

were relatively faster when associating neutral White targets with
pleasant images and smiling Black targets with unpleasant images,
whereas children who categorized these same targets by emotional
expression showed relatively more positive associations with the
smiling Black targets. These ﬁndings replicate the results from
Study 1 that non-Black children can show more positive associations with Black over White targets on the IAT; however, this pattern only emerged when children were asked to categorize these
targets by emotional expression rather than race.
Notably, children in the Ambiguous-Categorization condition
showed a different pattern of associations from children in either
of the other two conditions, with the average IAT D score falling
between both other conditions. The ﬁnal spontaneous categorization trials provide additional insight into these ﬁndings. Children
who categorized the ﬁnal ﬁve trials primarily by race were relatively faster when associating neutral White faces with pleasant
images and smiling Black faces with unpleasant images compared
with children who categorized the ﬁnal ﬁve trials primarily by
emotional expression. These results suggest that children who
sorted the ﬁnal trials by race were categorizing primarily by race
throughout the task, and their association with these targets
reﬂected more positive spontaneous evaluative responses toward
White versus Black faces. By contrast, children who sorted the
ﬁnal trials primarily by emotion were categorizing by emotional
expression throughout the task, and their association with these
same targets reﬂected more positive associations with smiling as
opposed to neutral faces.
Finally, these spontaneous categorization trials provide some
initial evidence, albeit with a small sample size, that older children
are more likely to spontaneously categorize targets by race than by
emotional expression as compared with younger children. This
ﬁnding is consistent with other research suggesting that the tendency to spontaneously categorize by race during person perception
increases as children age (Degner & Wentura, 2010: Kawakami
et al., 2020; cf. Williams & Steele, 2019). It seems possible that
this effect is due to children’s increasing exposure across development to race-based categorizations and biases in daily life, which
may lead them, like adults, to be more likely to automatically
attend to race, a point we return to in the General Discussion.

Study 3
The results from Studies 1 and 2 suggest that how children categorize others has a direct impact on their affective associations.
Both when we manipulated the way that children categorized target faces in Studies 1 and 2, and when we examined individual differences in children’s spontaneous categorization in Study 2,
children’s associations differed. Children who categorized by race
were relatively faster to pair neutral White faces with pleasant
stimuli and smiling Black faces with unpleasant stimuli in comparison to those who categorized by emotional expression. In Study
3, our goal was to replicate the results of the Categorization condition with a larger sample of children. We also aimed to extend the
results by examining whether a brief intervention, in which an
adult modeled categorization by emotional expression, would
increase children’s tendency to also use this feature as a basis for
categorization, thereby inﬂuencing their affective responses.
Given the complexities of daily life, there are many factors that
can inﬂuence the dimensions that children spontaneously use to
categorize others. According to the Developmental Intergroup
Theory (DIT; Bigler & Liben, 2006, 2007), children are more
likely to spontaneously categorize others by social categories that
are psychologically salient. One way to make a dimension salient
to children is to label and explicitly use that dimension. For example, by referring to children in a classroom as “boys and girls” or
by separating boys and girls for gym class, teachers may increase
the psychological salience of gender for children. However, even
in the absence of explicit labeling, theory and research suggest
that children may also infer the psychological importance of a
social or perceptual category if they see it being used in their environment (Bigler & Liben, 2007; Rhodes & Baron, 2019).
In the current study we investigated whether watching an adult
categorize faces by emotional expression prior to completing an
ambiguous-categorization IAT would impact children’s spontaneous associations with others who differ by both emotional expression and race. To accomplish this goal, children were presented
with the ambiguous-categorization IAT used in Study 2, containing smiling Black and neutral White target faces. Before completing this task, they were randomly assigned to either a Blatant
Intervention, Subtle Intervention, or Control condition.
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In both Intervention conditions, children watched as an adult experimenter sorted laminated cards with pictures of racially diverse
children by their emotional expression. In the Blatant Intervention
condition, the adult explicitly stated that they were sorting the
images based on their emotional expression. In the Subtle Intervention condition, the adult simply sorted the laminated pictures
by emotional expression but made no explicit comment as to their
strategy for sorting. By contrast, children in the Control condition
watched an adult sort a nonsocial set of images by shape. The
inclusion of these three conditions allowed us to examine whether
modeling by an adult would inﬂuence children’s subsequent associations and whether explicit labeling was critical for the efﬁcacy
of the intervention.
We predicted that children in both Intervention conditions
would be (a) relatively faster to pair smiling Black targets with
pleasant stimuli and neutral White targets with unpleasant stimuli
on the ambiguous-categorization IAT relative to children in the
control condition, and (b) more likely to sort the ﬁnal ﬁve categorization trials primarily by emotional expression as opposed to race.
In addition, we anticipated that these effects would be more pronounced for children in the Blatant Intervention condition, where
an adult’s focus on emotion as a basis for social categorization
would be reinforced by explicit labeling (Bigler & Liben, 2007).

Method
Participants
One hundred eighty non-Black children between the ages of 5
and 10 years (84 female and 96 male) were recruited from and
tested in a local science museum. Of the parents who provided
their annual household income (n = 128), the majority (62%; 79 of
128) reported earning at least $75,000 per year. The data from
twelve participants were excluded prior to analyses because there
was a technical error resulting in incomplete IAT data (n = 3), or
because more than 10% of response latencies were less than 300
ms (n = 1), the D score was a numerical outlier exceeding three
standard deviations from the mean (n = 1), or response error rates
were 35% or greater (n = 7; Cvencek et al., 2011), leading to a
ﬁnal sample of 168 participants. The ﬁnal sample included 83
younger children who ranged in age from 5 to 7 years (Mage = 6
years; 26 ﬁve-year-olds, 27 six-year-olds, and 30 seven-year-olds)
and 85 older children who ranged in age from 8 to 10 years
(Mage = 9 years; 31 eight-year-olds, 36 nine-year-olds, and 18 tenyear-olds). The racial makeup of the sample consisted of 88
White, 39 East/South East Asian, 20 South Asian/Arab, 15 multiracial, four Latinx, and two Aboriginal Canadian participants. A
sensitivity power analysis using G*Power (Version 3.1.9.4) indicates that this sample is sufﬁcient to detect effects as small as h2 =
.06 (f = .24) at .80 power.

Materials and Procedure
After receiving parental consent, each participant was brought to
an individual testing cubicle in a quiet location of the museum and
was randomly assigned to one of three conditions: Blatant Intervention, Subtle Intervention, or Control. Participants in all three conditions ﬁrst completed a phase in which a non-Black experimenter
sorted a set of eight laminated cards on a table in front of the child.
In the two Intervention conditions, the cards consisted of eight color
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photographs of child faces that varied by race (four White, two
Black, one South Asian, one East Asian), sex (four male, four
female), and emotional expression (four smiling, four neutral). In the
Control condition, stimuli consisted of eight color pictures of shapes
that varied by color (four green, four orange), size (four big, four
small), and shape (four triangles, four circles).
In the Blatant Intervention condition, the experimenter showed
participants the eight cards and said “Here are a bunch of faces.
I’m going to sort them by their emotion. The faces that are smiling
go together in one group over here and the faces that are not smiling go together in a different group over here.” The experimenter
then proceeded to sort the laminated images based on their emotional expression, while explicitly labeling each picture as “smiling” or “not smiling.” In the Subtle Intervention condition, the
experimenter showed participants the eight cards and said, “Here
are a bunch of faces. I’m going to sort them into two groups.” The
experimenter then proceeded to sort them by emotional expression, but simply indicated for each face that it “goes here.” In the
Control condition, the experimenter used language comparable to
the Subtle Intervention condition but sorted the pictures of triangles and circles according to their shape. In each condition, after
the cards were sorted, the experimenter said, “Now take a look at
how I sorted these faces/cards because I might ask you about this
later,” and allowed the child to examine the cards for 3 seconds.
Following this intervention, each child was seated in front of a laptop computer and completed the same ambiguous-categorization
IAT described in Study 2, which included the ﬁve ﬁnal spontaneous categorization trials. Upon completion of the study, children
were debriefed and given a certiﬁcate and sticker.

Results and Discussion
To determine whether children’s associations differed by condition, we ﬁrst conducted a 3 (Intervention Condition: Blatant Intervention, Subtle Intervention, Control) 3 2 (Age Group: Younger,
Older) ANOVA using D scores as the dependent variable. As
expected, the main effect of Intervention Condition was signiﬁcant, F(2, 162) = 36.03, p , .001, hp2 = .31. Simple effects analyses revealed that children in the Blatant Intervention condition
were faster at associating smiling Black faces with pleasant images
and neutral White faces with unpleasant images relative to the
reverse pairing (D = .74, SD = .45), when compared with children in the Subtle Intervention (D = .05, SD = .66), and the Control (D = .19, SD = .55) conditions, ps , .001 (see Figure 3).
Although children in the Subtle Intervention condition were relatively faster at pairing smiling Black targets with pleasant images
and neutral White targets with unpleasant images than children in
the Control condition, p = .07, this difference was not signiﬁcant.
The main effect of Age Group, F(1, 162) = 1.56, p = .21, hp2 = .01,
and the interaction, F(2, 162) = 1.01, p = .37, hp2 = .01, were not
signiﬁcant.
Next, we examined how children categorized the majority of
the ﬁnal ﬁve spontaneous categorization trials across each of the
three conditions (see Table 2). First, we examined the Control condition. Replicating the results from Study 2, more children categorized the majority (i.e., three or more of the ﬁnal ﬁve trials) of
these trials by race (78%; 47 of 60) as opposed to emotional
expression (22%; 13 of 60), v2(1) = 19.27, p , .001. Furthermore,
we replicated the age difference in categorization with this larger
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Figure 3

D Scores by Age and Intervention Condition (Study 3)

Note. Higher D scores indicate a relatively faster association between neutral White faces and
pleasant images versus smiling Black faces and unpleasant images on the Child Implicit
Association Test (IAT), whereas lower scores indicate relatively faster associations between smiling Black faces and pleasant images versus neutral White faces and unpleasant images. Error bars
represent the SE. Asterisks indicate whether the mean was signiﬁcantly different from 0.
* p , .05. *** p , .001.

sample. Older children (88%) were again more likely than younger
children (67%) to categorize the majority of these trials by race,
T3 v2(1) = 3.94, p = .047 (see Table 3). In the Subtle Intervention
condition, children did not signiﬁcantly differ in their tendency to
categorize the majority of the ﬁnal trials primarily by race (62%;
34 of 55) as opposed to emotional expression (38%; 21 of 55),
v2(1) = 3.07, p = .08, and no age difference emerged, v2(1) = .36,
p = .55. By contrast, in the Blatant Intervention condition, where
an adult explained that they were sorting racially diverse laminated
cards by emotional expression in a seemingly unrelated task,
children were less likely to categorize the majority of the ﬁnal
trials on the Child IAT by race (25%; 13 of 52) compared with
emotional expression (75%; 39 of 52), v2(1) = 13.00, p , .001.
Older children (8% by race) were more inﬂuenced by this blatant
intervention than younger children (41% by race), v2(1) = 7.42,
p , .006.
To further determine the downstream consequences of categorization, we ﬁrst examined whether, regardless of Intervention

Condition, children who categorized the ﬁnal ﬁve trials primarily
by race showed a different pattern of associations from those who
categorized these trials primarily by emotional expression. A 2
(Final Categorization Trials: Majority by Race, Majority by Emotion) 3 2 (Age Group: Younger, Older) ANOVA using D scores
as the dependent variable revealed a signiﬁcant main effect of
Final Categorization Trials, F(1, 163) = 61.68, p , .001, hp2 =
.28. As expected, when collapsing across conditions, participants
who spontaneously categorized the ﬁnal ﬁve trials primarily by
race (D = .14, SD = .59) were faster to pair neutral White faces
with pleasant images and smiling Black faces with unpleasant
images relative to the reverse pairing when compared with children who categorized the ﬁnal trials primarily by emotional
expression (D = .56, SD = .55). The main effect of age, F(1, 163) =
.62, p = .43, hp2 = .004, and the interaction, F(1, 163) = 3.78,
p = .054, hp2 = .02, were not signiﬁcant. However, additional
analyses conﬁrmed that the effects of categorization, based on
these ﬁnal trials, emerged both for younger, F(1, 81) = 13.74,

Table 2
Number of Final Trials Categorized by Race Separated by Condition (Study 3)
Majority sorted by race

Majority sorted by emotion

All by race

Mixed

5/5

4/5

All by emotion

3/5

2/5

1/5

0/5

Condition

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Control condition (n = 60)
Subtle Intervention condition (n = 55)
Blatant Intervention condition (n = 52)
All participants (n = 167)

19
23
7
49

31%
42%
13%
29%

18
5
2
25

30%
9%
4%
15%

10
6
4
20

17%
11%
8%
12%

4
4
6
14

7%
7%
12%
8%

3
5
8
16

5%
9%
15%
10%

6
12
25
43

10%
22%
48%
26%

Note. The number (N) and percentage (%) refers to how many participants sorted a specific number of the final five spontaneous categorization trials by
race. Participants either sorted a specific number of the majority of these trials by race (i.e., for 5/5, 4/5, or 3/5 of the trials they paired a neutral Black target with the smiling Black header or a smiling White target with the neutral White header) or by emotional expression (i.e., pairing a neutral Black target
with the neutral White header or a smiling White target with the smiling Black header resulting in 2/5, 1/5, or 0/5 of the trials being sorted by race).
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Table 3
Number and Percentage of Participants, by Age Group and
Condition, Who Categorized the Final Spontaneous
Categorization Trials Primarily by Race as Opposed to
Emotional Expression (Study 3)
Younger children
Condition
Control condition (n = 60)
Subtle Intervention condition
(n = 55)
Blatant Intervention condition
(n = 52)
All participants (n = 167)

Older children

N

%

N

%

18/27

67%

29/33

88%

19/29

66%

15/26

58%

11/27

41%

2/25

8%

Note. The number (N) and percentage (%) refers to participants who
sorted the majority (3/5 or more) of the final five spontaneous categorization trials by race.

p , .001, hp2 = .15, and older, F(1, 82) = 64.93, p , .001, hp2 =
.44, children.
Next, we examined whether, regardless of Intervention Condition, children who categorized the ﬁnal ﬁve trials by a combination
of race and emotional expression showed a different pattern of
bias than participants who categorized all targets by either race or
emotional expression. A 3 (Final Categorization Trials: All by
Race, Mixed, All by Emotional Expression) 3 2 (Age Group:
Younger, Older) ANOVA on IAT D scores revealed a main effect
of Final Categorization Trials, F(1, 161) = 22.32, p , .001, hp2 =
.25. Simple effect tests conﬁrmed that children who categorized
all of the ﬁnal ﬁve trials by race (D = .17, SD = .58) were faster at
associating neutral White faces with pleasant images and smiling
Black faces with unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing
as compared with children who categorized all of the ﬁnal trials by
emotional expression (D = .67, SD =.50; p , .001) and children
who categorized the ﬁnal trials by both race and emotional expression (D = .10, SD = .66; p = .04). The IAT D scores of those
who categorized all of the ﬁnal ﬁve trials by emotional expression
also differed in the anticipated direction from those who showed
mixed categorization (p , .001). The main effect of age, F(1, 161) =
.44, p = .51, hp2 = .003, and the interaction, F(1, 161) = 2.69,
p = .07, hp2 = .03, were not signiﬁcant.
Finally, we examined whether children’s IAT effect was again
related to categorization of the ﬁnal trials. The number of the ﬁnal
ﬁve trials that were categorized by race (0–5) was signiﬁcantly
correlated with the speed with which children associated neutral
White faces with pleasant images and smiling Black faces with
unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing, rq(167) = .39,
p , .001. Taken together, these ﬁndings suggest that the more
children consistently categorized by race as opposed to emotional
expression, the more their IAT D scores reﬂected race-based, as
opposed to emotion-based, associations.
In Study 3, after watching and listening to an experimenter
explain that emotional expression was being used to categorize
racially diverse laminated images in the Blatant Intervention condition, children were more likely to categorize faces in a subsequent computer task by emotional expression as opposed to race.
This was particularly true for older children. Whereas 88% of
older children categorized the majority of the ﬁnal ﬁve trials by
race in the control condition, only 8% did so after watching an
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adult sort racially diverse pictures by emotional expression and explicitly describe their strategy. This ﬁnding suggests that, like
adults (Steele, George, Cease, et al., 2018), older children are
more likely to spontaneously categorize targets by race as opposed
to emotional expression. However, when exposed to an alternative
way of categorizing others, children adopted this approach. In
turn, this categorization strategy had consequences for spontaneous associations elicited by smiling Black and neutral White targets. Speciﬁcally, children in the Blatant Intervention condition
were relatively faster at pairing smiling Black faces with pleasant
stimuli and neutral White faces with unpleasant stimuli when compared with children in the two other conditions. The ﬁndings also
suggest that the Subtle Intervention condition, where an adult
made use of emotional expression but did not explain the basis of
categorization, was less effective in changing children’s subsequent categorization processes.

General Discussion
Research has repeatedly demonstrated that non-Black children
are faster at associating White faces with pleasant images and
Black faces with unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing
on child-friendly versions of the IAT (Baron & Banaji, 2006; Dunham et al., 2006, 2008; Gonzalez et al., 2017, 2021; Newheiser &
Olson, 2012; Rutland et al., 2005; Steele, George, Williams, &
Tay, 2018; Williams & Steele, 2019). In the current research, we
examined children’s associations with Black and White targets
who also differed by emotional expression. By presenting children
with smiling Black and neutral White targets, we were able to
examine how social categorization processes can impact children’s
associations with targets who differ systematically across multiple
perceptually salient categories.
We found that when children were asked to categorize targets
by race in Studies 1 and 2, both younger and older children were
faster at pairing pleasant images with neutral White faces and
unpleasant images with smiling Black faces relative to the reverse
pairing, as compared with when they were asked to categorize targets by emotional expression. This effect of categorization was not
moderated by the age. This ﬁnding is consistent with two studies
by Steele, George, Cease, et al. (2018) in which adults showed a
similar pattern when categorizing targets by race on the IAT when
presented with smiling Black and neutral White target faces as in
the current studies. However, to our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
research to show relatively more positive responding toward Black
targets on an implicit measure with non-Black child participants.
Importantly, this only occurred when children categorized these
smiling Black faces and neutral White faces by emotional expression. Our results suggest that facilitated responding to positive
associations with smiling Black, over neutral White, target faces
occurred because children were categorizing these faces using a
dynamic perceptual category, speciﬁcally emotional expression,
rather than a stable social category like race.
To test this assumption, we examined how children spontaneously categorized faces in the ﬁnal ﬁve trials in Studies 2 and 3.
When presented with smiling Black and neutral White targets,
both younger and older children were more likely to spontaneously
categorize the majority of the ﬁnal trials by race than by emotional
expression. Furthermore, those who categorized these ﬁnal trials
primarily by race showed more positive associations with neutral
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White, compared with smiling Black, targets than those who categorized the trials primarily by emotional expression. This was the
case in both the Ambiguous-Categorization condition in Study 2
and in the Control condition in Study 3. Together these results provide evidence that spontaneous categorization processes have consequences for the evaluation of targets.
We also found evidence that the consistency with which children categorized faces according to race or emotional expression
in the ﬁnal ﬁve trials predicted the speed with which they associated neutral White, or smiling Black, targets with pleasant versus
unpleasant images on the IAT. In Studies 2 and 3, the more children categorized the ﬁnal ﬁve trials by race, the faster they were at
associating White faces with pleasant images and Black faces with
unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing during the IAT.
In addition, in Study 3, children who categorized some of the ﬁnal
trials by race and some by emotional expression showed less bias
in either direction on the IAT relative to those who either categorized all of the ﬁnal trials by race or by emotional expression.
Together, these ﬁndings provide some initial insight into the
dynamic nature of categorization and the inﬂuence that this process can have on affective responses during person perception. It
seems possible that children who showed a mixed response pattern
in the ﬁnal ﬁve trials were either classifying according to both categories or even a subcategory throughout the task or their classiﬁcation strategy switched and/or alternated throughout the task,
either intentionally or unintentionally. Continuing to understand
the conditions under which children prioritize certain perceptually
salient categories is a worthy avenue for future research to better
understand how categorization processes and person perception
change across development.
In addition, across both studies, older children were more likely
than younger children to spontaneously categorize the ﬁnal trials
by race. These ﬁndings provide further insight into the results of a
study by Gonzalez et al. (2017), in which older, but not younger,
children’s racial biases were attenuated relative to control conditions following exposure to positive Black exemplars. In their
study, White and Asian children were presented with four stories,
each depicting a positive role model in the community. In the experimental condition, a picture of a Black adult accompanied each
story. It is possible that older children in the Gonzalez et al.
(2017) study were more likely to spontaneously categorize the
positive Black role models by their race and this increased the efﬁcacy of the intervention leading to decreased racial bias for only
the older children.
In Study 3 we also examined the impact of modeling on children’s tendency to spontaneously use race as a basis for social categorization. Children who watched an adult explicitly label and
categorize people according to their emotional expression were
subsequently more likely to spontaneously categorize the ﬁnal trials of a Child IAT by emotional expression rather than race and
were also faster to associate smiling Black faces with pleasant
images and neutral White faces with unpleasant images relative to
the reverse pairing on the Child IAT. These ﬁndings suggest that
exposing children to an adult modeling a different categorization
strategy has the potential to decrease the psychological salience of
race (Bigler & Liben, 2007) and increase the use of other perceptual cues as a basis for categorization. This intervention was particularly effective for older children, providing additional evidence
that late childhood might be an ideal developmental period for

interventions aimed at challenging children’s racial biases (Gonzalez et al., 2017; Gonzalez et al., 2021). Older children have the
beneﬁt of additional cognitive ﬂexibility and awareness of social
norms relative to younger children yet may have had less exposure
to cultural messages inculcating racial biases relative to adults.

Implications and Future Directions
Although our results may initially seem to suggest that adults
should downplay the salience and importance of race with children
by taking a “colorblind” approach (Apfelbaum et al., 2010; Holoien & Shelton, 2012; Purdie-Vaughns et al., 2008), we believe
some caution is warranted in drawing this conclusion. There is
evidence that adopting a colorblind approach can have negative
consequences. For example, when compared with multiculturalism
—an approach that acknowledges and celebrates diversity—colorblindness has been found to be associated with greater levels of
racial bias on both implicit and explicit measures (Richeson &
Nussbaum, 2004), more negative nonverbal behavior during interracial interactions (Apfelbaum et al., 2008; Holoien & Shelton,
2012), and more negative perceptions of interracial interactions
(Karmali et al., 2019) among White participants, as well as greater
disengagement in the workplace among ethnic minority coworkers
(Plaut et al., 2009). Children exposed to colorblind messages are
also less likely to detect blatant racial discrimination and to report
discriminatory behavior in a way that would prompt intervention
from an adult (Apfelbaum et al., 2010).
Additional research suggests that discussing racism with children can have positive outcomes. Children who were explicitly
taught about historical racial discrimination had more positive
explicit attitudes toward people who are Black and valued racial
fairness to a greater degree than children who were not explicitly
taught about racial discrimination (Hughes et al., 2007). Taken together, we believe that it is worth acknowledging that there are
many contexts in which it is important to draw children’s attention
to race to teach children to appreciate the beneﬁts of living in a
multicultural society as well as the detrimental impact of prejudice
and discrimination. However, there are other situations when
encouraging children to categorize others by race would be inappropriate and could increase negative evaluations or lead children
to form inaccurate impressions of others based on stereotypes or
perceived outgroup membership. Consistent with this possibility,
recent research suggests that exposing adults to messages promoting multiculturalism can increase their race essentialist beliefs relative to being exposed to a colorblind ideology (Wilton et al.,
2019), suggesting an important potential caveat to previous ﬁndings. Future research is needed to better understand the conditions
under which it is helpful to draw children’s attention to stable
social categories, such as race, and when it is not. At the least, it
seems likely that there can be social beneﬁts from reminding children that people have multiple aspects to their identities.
In addition, it is important to note that although this research
demonstrates that how children categorize others affects their
spontaneous associations with members of different racial groups,
this research does not provide direct insight into how to challenge
racial biases. There is a growing body of literature suggesting that
both adults’ (Forscher et al., 2019; Lai et al., 2014 and children’s
(Gonzalez et al., 2017; Gonzalez et al., 2021; Kawakami et al.,
2018; Neto et al., 2016; Qian et al., 2019; Vezzali et al., 2012;
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Xiao et al., 2015) spontaneous associations with racial groups can
be altered. For example, as noted earlier, research suggests that exposure to positive exemplars can decrease children’s racial biases
on implicit measures in both the short- and long-term (Gonzalez
et al., 2017, 2021; Neto et al., 2016). In addition, recent research
has found that having preschool- and school-age children perceptually individuate target faces by teaching children to learn and
memorize speciﬁc outgroup faces can have a lasting impact on
spontaneous racial biases (Qian et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2015),
presumably by disrupting the process of generalizing racial bias to
all outgroup members.
A large body of research also suggests that cross-race friendships are associated with more positive racial attitudes, on both
implicit and explicit measures (Aberson et al., 2004; Aboud et al.,
2003; Page-Gould et al., 2010; Pettigrew, 1998; for a meta-analysis, see Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). For example, White British
children with South Asian friends were found to have more positive associations on implicit measures with people who are South
Asian (Turner et al., 2008). Although speculative, given that our
research focused on the temporary salience of a competing perceptual feature, the current research may provide one additional, albeit
indirect, route through which spontaneously activated racial attitudes can be challenged. Given the pervasiveness of racial biases
in childhood and that children in our studies were faster to respond
to positive stimuli when paired with smiling Black (relative to
neutral White) targets when they categorized them by emotional
expression, it is possible that children may be more likely to
approach and befriend Black peers if they initially view them
through a nonracial lens. Over time, if these friendships evolve
and mature, children will have more opportunities to develop positive associations with their friends and in turn their friends’ racial
group, which may ultimately lead to the automatization of more
positive attitudes toward other members of these groups (Al Ramiah & Hewstone, 2013). The results of Study 3 further suggest that
adults might be in a particularly good position to direct children to
psychologically useful categories, such as shared interests or identities (Dovidio et al., 1998). However, given the dynamic nature of
social categorization processes (Kawakami et al., 2020; Pauker
et al., 2016), the contextual nature of bias (Payne et al., 2017), the
complexity of racial bias development (Baron, 2015; Degner &
Calanchini, 2020), and reduction (Paluck et al., 2021), as well as
the potential for ironic effects to emerge in the context of intergroup contact (Al Ramiah & Hewstone, 2013; Hayward et al.,
2018; Vorauer & Sasaki, 2009), additional real-world data would
be useful in examining this possibility.
Other limitations to this research include our use of only one
measure of racial attitudes, the IAT (Greenwald et al., 2003),
which is a relative category-based reaction time measure, our
inclusion of only male targets, and our focus on target stimuli who
differed only both by race and emotional expression but not other
social or perceptual categories. Although this approach allowed us
to examine the role that categorization can play in informing spontaneous affective associations with others who differ in multiple
ways, making use of additional implicit measures and social categories can broaden our understanding of the downstream consequences of social categorization processes in childhood. For
example, a recent study by Perszyk et al. (2019) used a childfriendly Affect Misattribution Procedure (Payne et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2016; Williams & Steele, 2019) to examine responses
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to intersectional targets who varied by race and gender. They
found evidence of a pro-White racial bias among four-year-old
children. However, this effect was moderated by target gender,
such that children showed more positive responses following exposure to Black girls relative to Black boys. Given this ﬁnding, it
seems possible that a Black child expressing a neutral or negative
emotional expression might elicit greater negativity than a White
child expressing more neutral emotions, and this is a question worthy of further investigation.
It would be beneﬁcial for future research to investigate whether
similar effects emerge when children categorize targets using other
stable social categories, such as gender or age. It is also interesting
to consider whether emotional expression would have been more
salient to children had the White children been frowning. Similarly, it is worth noting that in the current research we did not
include a full factorial design to assess whether children’s racial
biases would be magniﬁed if children were instructed to categorize
smiling White and neutral (or angry) Black faces (see Raissi &
Steele, in press, for related work with adults). One additional avenue for further study is to assess the truly dynamic nature of racial
biases across a longer period of time in which a person might be
categorized by race at one moment and by a different dimension in
the next. These ﬁndings do, however, contribute to a growing
body of literature suggesting that evaluations of targets are online
constructions that integrate group- and emotion-based associations
as well as contextual cues in a ﬂuid way (Freeman & Ambady,
2011; Kawakami et al., 2017; 2018).

Conclusions
In conclusion, the current research adds to a growing body of literature that provides a deeper understanding of the conditions under
which children show race-based affective associations in response
to targets who can be categorized in multiple ways. In the current
research, categorization by race was a precondition for bias (see
also Williams & Steele, 2019). When children were categorizing
smiling Black and neutral White target faces by emotional expression, they showed relatively more positive associations with smiling
Black faces as compared with when they were categorizing these
faces by race. The results further suggest that adults’ actions can
inform the social categories that children attend to as well as ultimately children’s spontaneously activated attitudes toward others.
In our study, this was particularly the case when the adults explicitly labeled the alternate category that they were attending to.
Through future research it is hoped that we will continue to increase
our understanding of social categorization processes in childhood
as well as the malleability and contextual nature of children’s spontaneous associations and racial biases.
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Appendix
Sample Headers for the Child IATs
Figure A1

Note. The side and pairing order for each header in the critical blocks
were counterbalanced between participants. Children were trained to use
the headers to sort the images. The sun and cloud were used as a pictorial
reminder for pleasant and unpleasant in each condition. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.
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Additional Analyses. As noted in Footnote 3, there has been debate as to whether a
comparison to 0 on the IAT provides a meaningful, or arbitrary, metric (e.g., Blanton &
Jaccard, 2006; Mitchell & Tetlock, 2017, cf. Jost, 2019). We outlined these scores for each
study below, however, due to the potential for 0 on the IAT to provide an arbitrary metric,
caution should be used in the interpretation of these scores.
In Study 1, to further examine these associations, one-sample t-tests comparing mean D
scores to 0 were conducted separately for participants in each condition. Children in the
Race-Categorization condition were faster to pair neutral White faces with pleasant images
and smiling Black faces with unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing, t(62) = 9.68, p
< .001, d = 1.22; and this was true for both younger (D = .46, SD = .46), t(27) = 5.35, p <
.001, d = 1.01, and older (D = .59, SD = .42), t(34) = 8.34, p < .001, d = 1.41, children. By
contrast, children in the Emotion-Categorization condition showed the reverse pattern. They
were faster to pair smiling Black faces with pleasant images and neutral White faces with
unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing, t(54) = -12.91, p < .001, d = -1.74; and this
was true for both younger, (D = -.62, SD = .42), t(24) = -7.39, p < .001, d = -1.48, and older
(D = -.75, SD = .37), t(29) = -10.99, p < .001, d = -2.03, children.
Consistent with the results from Study 1, in Study 2, one-sample t-tests comparing
mean D scores to 0 revealed that children in the Race-Categorization condition were faster to
pair neutral White faces with pleasant images and smiling Black faces with unpleasant
images relative to the reverse pairing, t(32) = 6.86, p < .001, d = 1.19. By contrast, and also
consistent with Study 1, children in the Emotion-Categorization condition were faster to pair
smiling Black faces with pleasant images and neutral White faces with unpleasant images
relative to the reverse pairing, t(27) = -5.26, p < .001, d = -.98. Finally, participants in the
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Ambiguous-Categorization condition, who were not given explicit instructions about how to
categorize these targets, demonstrated no reliable bias, t(36) = .82, p = .42, d = .14.
In Study 3, one-sample t-tests comparing mean D scores to 0 revealed that children in
the Blatant Intervention condition showed more positive associations with smiling Black
targets relative to neutral White targets, t(52) = -11.22, p < .001, d = -1.64. By contrast,
children in the Subtle Intervention condition did not demonstrate a preference on this
measure, t(54) = -.58, p = .57, d = -.08. In contrast to the results of Study 2, where children
demonstrated no bias on an Ambiguous-Categorization IAT, children in the Control
condition showed more positive associations with neutral White targets relative to smiling
Black targets, t(59) = 2.59, p = .01, d = -.35.
Additional Control Conditions. As noted in Footnote 4, Studies 1 and 2 included an
additional control condition. As a secondary goal in Study 1, we examined whether the
magnitude of children’s biases would be influenced by the emotional expression of target
faces. To address this question, in Study 1, an additional 55 children were recruited and were
randomly assigned to a third condition, the Race-Control condition. Children in this control
condition saw the same headers provided in the Race-Categorization condition but were
instead asked to categorize Black and White targets with identical emotional expressions
(smiling) whose pictures had been cropped at the mouths (showing only the top half of the
face). One of these child participants chose not to complete the entire IAT and the data of
five children were removed from analyses due to a response error rate of 35% or greater
(Cvencek et al., 2011), resulting in 49 children in this condition. A 3(Condition: RaceCategorization, Emotion-Categorization, Race-Control) X 2(Age: Younger or Older)
ANOVA revealed only a main effect of condition, F (2, 161) = 152.72, p < .001, ηp2 = .66.
Simple effects tests revealed that the Race-Control condition (D = .50, SD = .38) did not
differ from the Race-Categorization (D = .54, SD = .44), p = .89, suggesting that when
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children were categorizing by race, the emotional expression of the faces did not affect the
speed of their associations. As expected, both the Race-Control and Race-Categorization
conditions differed from the Emotion-Categorization (D = -.69, SD = .39) condition, ps
<.001. No main effect of age F(1, 161) = .68, p = .41, ηp2 = .004 or interaction F(2, 161)
=1.98, p = .14, ηp2 = .14, emerged.
In Study 2, we similarly sought to determine whether children’s associations with
smiling targets would be influenced by the race of the target faces. To address this question,
an additional 34 children were recruited and were randomly assigned to a fourth condition, an
Emotion-Control condition. Children in this control condition saw similar headers to the
Emotion-Categorization condition, however in this condition smiling Black faces were
replaced with smiling White faces. Thus, children in the Emotion-Control condition were
asked to categorize smiling White faces and neutral White faces as well as pleasant and
unpleasant images; whereas children in the Emotion-Categorization condition categorized
faces that also differed systematically by race, specifically, smiling Black and neutral White
faces. In a seemingly counterintuitive way, designed to match the scoring for the other
conditions, this implicit measure was scored such that higher scores indicate faster
responding to neutral faces paired with pleasant images and smiling faces paired with
unpleasant images relative to the reverse pairing. The data were removed for two children:
One had a response error rate of 35% or greater and the other was a numerical outlier
(Cvencek et al., 2011). A 4(Condition: Race-Categorization, Emotion-Categorization,
Ambiguous-Categorization, Emotion-Control) X 2(Age: Younger or Older) ANOVA
revealed only a main effect of condition, F(3, 121) = 25.52, p < .001, ηp2 = .39. Simple
effects tests revealed that the magnitude of associations in the Emotion-Control (D = -.54, SD
= .53) condition did not differ from the Emotion-Categorization (D = -.52, SD = .53)
condition, p > .99. When children were categorizing by emotional expression the race of the
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target did not affect the speed of their associations. As expected, the Emotion-Control also
differed from both the Race-Categorization condition (D = .44, SD = .37) and AmbiguousCategorization conditions (D = .09, SD = .63), ps < .001. No main effect of age F(1, 121) =
.009, p = .92, ηp2 < .001, or interaction F(3, 121) = .71, p = .55 ηp2 = .02 emerged.

